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COMPANY | AZIENDA

Tessile Fiorentina Company sceglie
di produrre tessuti sostenibili per 
un futuro nella moda più sicuro e
responsabile. I nostri processi si

basano sull'utilizzo di materie prime
seconde, le fibre tessili  vengono

riciclate da indumenti post
consumer e scarti di produzione. Le

principali sono: lana rigenerata, il
poliestere riciclato, il cotone

riciclato, la lana merino mulesing
free e la lana moretta. 

HIGH QUALITY CERTIFIED | CERTIFICAZIONI

Tessile Fiorentina Company choose to produce sustainable
fabrics for a safety and responsible fashion future. Our

industrial processes are focused on secondary raw
materials, textile fibers come from garments post

consumer and production waste. Most of them are:
upcycled wool, recycled polyester and cottor, Merino

mulesing-free wool and Moretta wool.
Tessile Fiorentina Company è
dal 1954 un’azienda leader nella
produzione di tessuti
performanti, di tendenza ed
eco-friendly per sport e lifestyle.
I nostri tessuti nascono da una
continua ricerca di materie
prime innovative sottoposte a
processi industriali high-tech.  

Progettazione, tessitura e
finissaggio sono effettuate a
Prato sotto il controllo dei nostri
tecnici. Affidiamo i nostri test ai
laboratori internazionali più
importanti.
Orgogliosamente Made in Italy.

Tessile Fiorentina Company has been
a leading company in the production

of high-performance, trendy and eco-
friendly fabrics for sport and lifestyle

since 1954. Our fabrics are born from
a continuous search for innovative
raw materials combined with high-

tech industrial processes.
 

We design, project, weave and finish our products
in Prato under the control of our technicians.

We entrust our tests to the most important
international laboratories.

Proudly Made in Italy.



The brand of the new line of technical-
sustainable fabrics developed and produced in
our laboratories, able to guarantee and
maximize the thermoregulation and comfort
performance of garments made for the most
extreme amateur and competitive sports
activities.

Discover more on our new website!

LAYERS
SYSTEM

3

LAYER 1

LAYER 1

Worn next to the skin, the base layer maintains
comfort and promotes perspiration.

Made for Comfort

LAYER 2 Made for Insulation 

The medium level insulates the body temperature by maintaining its
heat in a cold environment.

LAYER 3 Made for Protection 

The medium level insulates the body temperature by maintaining its heat
in a cold environment.

| TECHNICAL FOCUS ON

Performance fabric with high-stretch construction
that, close to the body, maximizing thermal and
breathability performances.

ACTI STRETCH

TECHNO KNIT  MELTON
Performance fabric with high-stretch
construction that, close to the body,

maximizing thermal and breathability
performances.

 

RECYCLED POLYESTER
High performance sustainable fabrics made by a
special polyester recycled from plastic bottles.
#sustainabilityfirst

RECYCLED ACTIWOOL
Fabric made from a post consumer recycled

wool blended with sustainable manmade fibers,
that provides great thermal and breathability

performance with an eco-friendly and natural
concept. 



Performances fabrics developed
combining latest textile's and

fiber's technologies. Activa
concept is based on 3 level

layering system, everyone is 
                  developed to             

                       maximize comfort,
                     wicking management
                   and thermo-regulation

                     performances. 

Premium functional fabrics
developed for athleisure
clothing, styles typically worn
for athletic activities and
everyday sporty lifestyle.
Athleisure hybrid fabrics
makes active and sportswear
clothing versatile, comfortable
and fashionable. 
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Special fabrics developed to
provide technical
performances with comfort
and classical look. They're
made out of natural
sustainable fibers as recycled
wool and cotton or recycled
polyester and nylon. Our
secondary raw
materials are 100% 
certified! 

 YARNS COLLECTIONS | COLLEZIONI

Our company was one of the
firsts to produce eco-fur and
sherpas in Prato and today we
still develop innovative yarns and
finishing technologies. This
collection follows Fashion trends
including boiled wools, melton
and knits produced respecting
our sustainability values. 
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